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Dear Woozy VasullA

thank you for informing me about your presence at
the npighbourhood'. Tbe possibility of having you here for a lecture or
demonstration is

,

really inspiring and promises an invaluable contribL[don to our
program,

.

AS You
prolyalgyr got used to, here comes the "buff section of the letter,which-is generally rel8afead to financial troubles_ It is unfortunately true.

'This means, that we could start from this October with the Intermedia
facufEy (which is the first media art faculty in Hungary at University level)
officiA11[y, based on the permission of the ministry here, but still do not know
arlMing oxYc*abouj our budget. This waz one reason why I was watdng for
this',answere . The other is that I am trying (in fact continiously) to find other
swrces~, which always - Wkes bme and for example at this casa it is almost
fmpos.~Ible to -find the total budget basV on the conditions you gave me in such
a short

Period

:o at the moment, what man
can

definitly provide for you in case of your
pre g : we can -reimbourse ycor travel cost (in HUForint), pay your
al om~datfons- and , .a not very high honorarium (now

it
is approx. 15000HUF,

which is in ~dot the- monthly salwy of a guestpeaker here, otherwise the
oneAhird. of your general fee.)

Please .do think about and let me know your ruction. In case you have
the lnte~est tocome, .tee provisory period (Now ZITO) is all right, but I have to
know more. rire6.qfafy whp-n ynu ran nrrivi?, how long you

	

o going to ;,try and
what can you show us. Of course our interest is especially related to your work,
but,- also the ~spects , you presented in Line the exhibition and your
-demonsftaUons

There are young students and artilsis here, who really have the interest to
meet you ,and your work-

. -Budapest 10124/93 '
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with my best wishes,



Dear Stem and Woody,

All the best,

BBS
FOUNDATI01\
II.I0Z6 %unerl-sr, PASAA$ntm 12z

PHONEIPAX ; (t6 1) 17-67-988

Fax to : Stena and Woody Vasulka

From :

	

BALQZS BOLA STUDIO

Date :

	

30 March 1993

The Balazs B6la Studio Foundation would like to invite your work. to the

Toldi Art Cinema in Budapest .

This presentation could include installations, video screenings and lectures .

The time of this event could be at the . fall o£ 1993 .

Gyorgy Durst

pging Director
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Steina and Woody Vasulka
Ronte 6, Box 100
Santa Fe, New Mexico
87501 USA

Dear Steina and Woody Vasulka !

Your magnificent work which formed an exhibition in Linz recently was very
important for me like, I think, for everybody who has the interest for art and
media-history . Nevertheless I was also very happy to have the possibility to
meet you there again.

Confirming our discussion about the visual (laser disc) part of the exhibition
and the catalogue here I declare again that it would be very useful and impor-
tant for us at the Intermedia department to have a copy of that for only educa-
tional purposes in any format (disc or videotape) .

Hoping to have the possibility to invite you to visit our departement (and
Budapest) in the near future,

Sincerely yours

Budapest, 19

Targy:

Ogyint¬z6 :
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Hiv . sz. :
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/ Miklos Peternak /
Head of the Intermedia Departement

1389 Budapest, PL : 109.

	

Telefon : Kozpont : 142-1738 Rektori Hivatal : 142-8556 Gazdasagi Hivatal : 142-4352

	

Epreskert : 153-0293, 153-0334, 153-0366


